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Review Article 
Four Modern Hungarian Poets 
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Sandor Csoori, Wings of Knives and Nails, trans. Ivan Halasz de 
Beky (Toronto: Vox Humana, 1981). 
Mihaly Ladanyi, Treeless, Stony Landscape, trans.Ivan Halasz 
de Beky (Toronto: Vox Humana, 1981). 
Janos Pilinszky, Scaffold in the Winter, trans.Ivan Halasz de 
Beky (Toronto: Vox Humana, 1982). 
Laszlo Kalnoky, Flash of Lightning, trans. Ivan Halasz de Beky 
(Toronto: Vox Humana, 1984). 

Sandor Csoori, Mihaly Ladanyi, Janos Pilinszky, Laszlo 
Kalnoky are four modern Hungarian poets, translated into 
English by a fifth Hungarian poet, Ivan Halasz de Beky. As the 
present reviewer is in complete ignorance of the Hungarian 
language, this article can only attempt to set down a reader's 
considered reaction to poems digested at one remove from the 
original 

The four volumes of selected, and hence presumably 
representative, verse have what might be called a family 
resemblance. This, I believe, owes nothing to their having been 
translated by the same hand. All four poets clearly retain 
independence of mind, in spite of the cramping conditions 
brought about by Hungary's tragedy. Yet, undoubtedly as a 
result of those very conditions, the subject-matter of all four 
volumes is chiefly limited to major topics —life, love and art (i.e., 
poetry). There is no recording of visual experience, no 
description as such, no cultural nor anthropological narrative 
and, of course, no trivia since, practically without exception, the 
poems are speculative or philosophical meditations, rendered, 
however, at all degrees of forcefulness, f rom cold irony to 
explosive protest. In all four poets these varied intensities are 
fraught with an unmistakable significance, a significance 



strikingly negative in tone, being based almost wholly on denial, 
absence, removal, exclusion and the like. The character of the 
contents of the four volumes is implied from the start by their 
titles: Wings of Knives and Nails', Treeless, Stony Landscape; 
Scaffold in Winter; Flash of Lightning. 

For Sandor Csoori, life's message, sent by the "enemy who stays 
far away today, too," is that we are defeated, this state being 
conveyed by means of striking figures, such as "our hand is a 
hand stuck in rock." Elsewhere, Csoori represents life "collapsing 
like a board fence," gradually, or flying, on the "wings of knives 
and nails," something which is about to release or about to 
imprison but which never comes to the point of doing either. 
Despite such incertitudes, the poet prefers, however unprofitably, 
to linger on in time, while simultaneously seeing death as 
preferable to life. His constant attitude toward "life's inanities" is 
perhaps best summed up in Maybe a Bullet: 

Maybe the cold tap-water would be good, 
maybe the eternal life-tasting coffee: let me tremble, 
maybe the cracking of snowstorm-shirt over my skin, 
claw and iron filings on my eardrum, 
maybe the lecherous hip-exhibition of the woman opposite in the 
mornings, 
the slow shake of the ocean-going breasts outside the window, 
maybe the brotherly elbow's pressure in between my ribs, 
maybe a bullet in the window-frame. 

The two chief sanities that life affords are love, the amative 
force, and ambition, the creative force. We are torn between the 
two. Love gives us our emotional identity: "nobody's nobody," 
since we all exist thanks to another. Love also supplies the 
strangely diverse materials which the creative force transforms 
into poetry, the only permanent thing we possess. Yet to practise 
poetry is as difficult as to practise love, says this able poet, who 
unjustly rates himself as a poet of intention rather than of 
execution, since, we are told, his work is continually hampered: 
"Hungary's premature hoarfrost sits down again on my 
threshold." We know he is speaking for all poets when he writes 
that there is no such thing as an "unsullied poem," never 
anything but "partial participation in a feast." In the long run, 
poetry, like love, is as fragmentary as life itself. A kind of longing 
for temporary escape f rom fragmentation suffuses a number of 



Csoori's poems, nowhere so definitely as in Amsterdam Ramble 
(the sole approach to narrative poetry in the four volumes): 

If this quarter is the colony of sin, then I have arrived, 
if this is the steamy market place of love, then I am at 
home. 

On the other hand, Csoori often provides his reader with a poem 
that stands entirely on its own: 

Poetry's Bachelor 

Even my friends are whispering too 
I am not for you, Poetry, I should buzz off, 
You are a beauty-queen, 
great virgin and whore in one person, 
your eyelashes fly to the North like wild geese, 
I am only a drover 
and I plod after you, muddy up to the neck... 

there is no city... 
would make you stagger 
and tumble you wall-white into my arms, 
although I ran for you from Warsaw to Havana 

With the shame of a downtrodden life 
and with anger, I think of you 
maybe in a jealous manner, though not accusingly: 
you can show your uncovered, dark loins to whom you want, 
from your excited thigh 
you can send even more inferior boys to heaven, 
your lime-blossom scent is enough for me 
and the leaf-veined firmament, which your breath 
chases into my face. 

Mihaly Ladanyi's poetry is concerned with aspects of our 
hopeless horizontality. Life is a "treeless, stony landscape" 
because the redeeming feature, the bird (of verticality) is always 
killed and, whether we look backward or forward, there is either 
confusion or nothingness. The result is flat monotony for both 
blue-collar and white-collar worker, also for him who chooses to 
be a collarless outsider, refusing programmes, never knowing 



when his time will be up. The remedy? reject our artificial 
sophisticated society of the few, in favour of the renewal of rustic 
simplicity for everyone. The realization of such a fairy-land is 
balked (a) by what Ladanyi, with characteristic wry wit, names 
the Transmigration of Souls, that is to say, our elitist system, 
whereby the degrading tyranny of one establishment is replaced 
by that of another, in endless succession; it is also balked (b) by 
life's telephone, which invariably rings a wrong number; finally, 
(c) if a man consents to conformity, he is reduced to lowering 
standards: 

I have measured the blood-pressure of the future 
since I have to give a talk about the future's blood-
pressure at the Carrots' Conference, 

and to making the ironical conclusion: "They could still be 
interested" (This Morning). Such predicaments might seem a 
pity, humans being a combination of dog and bird 
(submissiveness and aspiration) but what's the use when, "in the 
trains of the streets people are sitting, locked in the boxcars of 
houses" (On Lateness)? And whatever people do —sit, crouch or 
reach up —God remains either ineffectual (Report) or menacing 
{The Birds' Desire). 

As for love, its refuge is desirable at any age, especially the 
older one gets, although ("like bread") it becomes decreasingly 
available, and increasingly expensive through demands it makes 
upon the lover, not the least of which involves the problem of 
children who, growing up, launch troubles that adumbrate war. 
In the special case of a poet, those same children endanger other 
offspring, his poems. Though not always, as is evident in Drawing 
Contest: 

Little kids, 
draw me 
a beautiful day without swearing, 
and that pretty lady, just as she comes this way, 
and draw a moonlit evening 
full of crickets for the lady, 
who sits down, and watches 
me make a fire in the courtyard — 
Then draw for us 
a bed, and finally 
give me too a 
clean sheet of paper. 



The poet is indeed a special case, since, unperceived, he gives 
his life for many (Inventory). But his existence as poet is 
threatened by other things than the coming of children. He may 
be killed by attention (Kidnapping) or by indifference "Let 
Ladanyi just write his anarchist little poems..." ( / Think No 
Doubt)-, if he be condemned to take charge of a literature class, 
he finds the analysis of poetry results either in the 
metamorphosis, by those with sybilline breath, of a word into a 
bird, or that the analysis of poetry peters out in the unprofitable 
word-splitting of academic "scientists." In any case, as Ladanyi 
writes in Those Old Epigrams: 

The centralization of our poetry industry 
has not led anywhere: — 

the ruling of the competition-conditions from above 
finally has led to a quality-worsening. 
Now didactical and technical 
problems have come to the fore 
and similarly 

the fact that poetry is no longer of souls, 
it has marched into the centuries 
and may succeed as a literary-history. 

Which carried one back to Ladanyi's own Epigram: 

According to Christopher Caudwell 
in Communism there won't be any poetry. 
Considering poetry's present state 
we could be 
very close to Communism. 

Yet Christopher Caudwell, neither in his Illusion and Reality, A 
Study of the Sources of Poetry, nor in his Studies in a Dying 
Culture, goes so far as to parallel Ladanyi's Shrinking Stanzas, a 
poem which not only foresees poetry's demise but also its natural 
successor: 

Is it worth while to put words together? 
Already out of ten assembles sorrow, 
out of thirty one can make a funeral 
psalm. 

Is there a more mournful occupation on earth? 



But often for only one word too. 
And between the lines the Argus-eyes. 

Well, rather the song of the wind, tears of the rain, 
and the sparrows' iambic steps. 

The title of Janos Pilinszky's book sets the tone for its contents. 
A scaffold is a temporary platform or stage on which a criminal is 
executed. Winter is a rhetorical expression for a protracted 
period of affliction, distress, misfortune and hardship. Human 
life is thus our "scaffold in winter," and human life, in a variety 
of its aspects, provides the theme of most of Pilinszky's verse. 
Crime and Punishment (though abstruse in expression) suggests 
that we are guilty of crime and await punishment, but that our 
execution is delayed. Throughout this stretch of delayed 
execution, which we call life, our key is lost, our lock unopenable 
and our shoes mark time (Comparison). We are also deserted by 
those who gave us life in the first place (It Is Difficult Though)-, 
yet we make things worse by the practice of incessantly 
fragmenting the life they gave us (Through A Whole Life), while 
we simultaneously ask the useless question the dead ask, a 
question never answered. Our existence is a nadir, a lowest state 
of depression (The nadirs Festival), a veritable Scaffold in 
Winter, a combination of our unknowingness and of "perhaps, 
God's silence?" Such is no time for self-indulgence, possibly not 
even for natural nostalgia (as in On a Nice Day). We must look to 
the measuring of supernal time: 

Metronome 

Measure the time, 
but not our time, 
the splinters' immobile presence, 
the drawbridge's grades, 
the winter-scaffold's snow, 
the paths' and clearings' silence, 
in the fragment's setting 
the Father's promise. 

The meaning of supernal time is diversely expanded in a series 
of other poems on life. Step by Step defines it as the dialogue of 
man and God. Pilinszky's side of the dialogue consists in patiently 
recording the effects of pain and chance (/ Will Watch), in 
realizing his unworthiness (I Don't Count), in being aware that 



what he has forsaken proves that he is found (The Search of the 
Prodigal Son), that through the Mass all men become a collective 
offering (As Only), that solely insofar as one has the harmlessness 
of a little child can one be truly communicative (Cradle and Not 
Coffin), and that it suffices to take life as it is : 

Enough 

However wide is the creation 
it is more cramped than a sty. 
From here to there. Stone, tree, house. 
I do this, do that. I come early. I'm late. 
And sometimes though, somebody enters 
and what is, suddenly opens out. 
The sight of a face, a presence is enough, 
and the wallpapers start to bleed. 

Enough, yes, a hand is enough, as 
it stirs the coffee, or as it 
"withdraws from the introduction." 
It is enough that we forget the place, 
the airless row of windows, yet 
that returning at night to our room 
we accept the unacceptable. 

At the same time, we know that, whatever we do, our deeds live 
after us and finally judge us (A Secret's Margin) (cf. Van Gogh's 
Prayer). 

God's side of the dialogue, according to the poet, consists in 
ordering the meaning of our being (Every Draw of Breath), in 
providing direct flight through life's maze (Straight Labyrinth), a 
path to salvation and happiness (Although My Colour is Black), 
and an eternal city beyond (Admonition) . Despite unanswerable 
queries (cf. Omega), unreconcilable contradictions (cf Parable) 
and every other enigma, grace remains: 

The Rest Is Grace 

The fear and the dream 
were my father and my mother. 
The corridor and the 
out-opening countryside. 

I lived this way. How will I die? 
What is going to be my destruction? 



The earth betrays me. Embraces me. 
The rest is grace. 

The subject of grace is mystically (and, for this reader, 
hermetically) extended in Yes, The Foliage, which would seem to 
identify the leaves for the healing of the nations with the Giver of 
grace: 

Yes, the foliage shines, 
the foliage shines on 
and you are hanging in the foreground 
of its mould, as a fruit. 
Although you are man, you were man, 
wayside God. 

Pilinszky deals mystically also with human love: though a 
combination of companionship and crucifixion (To Jutta) and an 
alternance of fear and trust (/ Think), such love will be clarified 
and glorified at the last judgment: 

Before 

The Father takes back the cross 
like a splinter, 
and the angels, animals of heavens, 
will turn up the last page of the world. 

Then we say: I love you. We say: 
I love you very much. And in the sudden tumult 
our cry will liberate the sea once more, 
before we can sit down to the table. 

Laszlo Kalnoky's book, Flash of Lightning, takes its title from a 
poem which may indeed stand as indicator of all the others: 

In the flash of lightning a standing figure. 
Hail of contempt in his eyes, 
on his lips unpronounced verdict. 
Only this hot-tempered gesture 
signals that we are guilty. 
At the next flash 
he is nowhere, not sending us to our deserved place 
And we are rolling in the dust unsuspiciously. 

Specifically, however, this poem exemplifies a recurrent 
leitmotif, that of the executioner. So does The Visitor, in which 



the presence of an invisible executioner, though audibly 
confirmed, cannot be determined as either approaching or being 
approached. Similarly, in Toward Darkness, while the body is 
slowly undergoing the dissolution of age: 

A hood covers the executioner's head, 
he will not, he cannot look into 
the reckoning eye of the one sentenced to death. 

In On My Birthday, as body, brain and soul confront ultimate 
disintegration, the executioner is at last visualized: 

You will be castrated by genderless angels 
with stern silver faces. 

These variants of the same motif typify life's apprehensions of 
death: the sudden premonition, the ambiguous, the reflective 
and the visionary. All four presage the cessation of creative 
power. In the face of such premonitions, As A Work Method 
sums up the poet's creative programme: 

You should fit word to word as carefully 
as someone who would be encouraged 
to speak only by his own absence, 
and as meticulously-exactly, 
as death works on the plan of wrinkles... 

You should look at the phenomena 
as an unblindfolded prisoner 
sees the trees, bushes 
one second before the volley. 

Summer Garden evokes the dangerous atmosphere in which the 
creative programme is carried out: 

On a gunpowder barrel a frightened statue 
stands in the centre of the garden, 
at the moment before explosion. 

In view of such contingencies, it is not surprising to find 
another recurrent, but unnamed, motif: that of desperation. 
Desperation is confronted in the vulnerability of middle age 
(Midday), in the tyranny of recollection (Choking Memory), in 
memory's deceptiveness (The Reverse of The Light), in the 
limitations imposed by inescapable obscurity (In The 



Background), in the monotony of day-to-day activity (Week 
Days), in the reiterated numbing sensation that all is half-over 
but not yet done with (Statements), in the recognition of one's 
unimportance (Instead of An Autobiography), and in the stasis of 
aloneness: "I run at top speed where there is no forward or 
backward" {Solitude). 

There are compensatory respites: when one's aloneness is 
shared with nature (Just Like the Trees), when there are 
intimations of immortality {Rebirth), when redeeming features of 
life's fiasco are perceived {Roving On A Celestial Body), when we 
are transported by the unexpected {Surprises), and when the 
uniqueness of individuality is assessed {Wailing)-. 

What you have forgotten 
cannot come into anybody's mind 
Because you were who you were. 

But such rewarding moments are outnumbered by moments of 
defiance, the other unnamed leitmotif which, like the motif of 
desperation, counterbalances that of the executioner. Thus there 
is the rebelling against life's predeterminations {Memory of My 
Career), the incessant albeit vain effort to recapture vanished 
good {Gasping for Breath), the rejection of man's stupidity and 
superstition (I Lived In Such A World), the hopelessness of all 
defiance {Blind Alley), and yet, in spite of everything, the 
defiance of whatever powers there be (Hamlet's Lost Monologue). 

The four poets may congratulate themselves on having a 
translator who, by using no superfluous word, has obviously 
respected their love of economy and compression. While the 
lapidary style occasionally renders interpretation difficult, an 
attentive reader's efforts are fully repaid by the timeliness of the 
poems' content. These are flowers of suffering. Their perfume, in 
its own way, is headier than that of any fleurs du mal. 




